Highest quality factual and
documentary channel with a unique
range of award-winning programmes.
Fascinating, Curious, Exhilarating and Intelligent
BBC Knowledge shows the
entire world from many
different perspectives.

Internationally recognised and
respected presenters Michael Palin,
Ray Mears and Jeremy Clarkson.

Ray Mears’ Bushcraft is awaited with
great anticipation on BBC Knowledge.
BBC Knowledge will show compelling
genres throughout the week in a unique
vertical schedule pattern:
• Monday – The Past
• Tuesday – People
• Wednesday – Science & Technology
• Thursday – Business
• Friday – The World
Primetime tune-in is from 21:30 and 22:30
to complement the rest of the portfolio.

Exceptional
production
values with
incredible
camera work

Worldwide
BBC Worldwide Limited, Media Centre, 201 Wood Lane, London, W12 7TQ. Tel: +44 (0) 208 433 2751

Scientific, historical, political, geographical and business programmes
shown in an exciting, entertaining and engaging way.
Top Gear: “Best Factual Entertainment Programme 2007/8” Broadcasting Press Guild Award
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General Entertainment & Specialist Channels

MICHAEL PALIN’S NEW EUROPE

BBC Knowledge; the channel that expands horizons and opens minds.
Providing a mesmerising window on the world with award-winning
factual and non-fiction entertainment programming. Making facts
fascinating and bringing history back to life through engaging
storytelling and amazing high production values. All the wonder of
the world, only on BBC Knowledge.
“Exotic cars and zany humour”
The Sunday Independent

Top Gear

Top Gear, the UK’s premier motoring show, is still full
to the brim of stunts, challenges and special features.
Presented by a trio of overgrown kids, Jeremy Clarkson,
Richard Hammond and James May provide authoritative
information alongside plenty of good old-fashioned
mucking about!

Top Gear Botswana Special
In this Top Gear special, the presenters drive across the wilds of
Botswana in a second-hand car costing no more than £1,500.
Along the way they must negotiate salt pans, rivers and reserves
full of animals whilst enduring intense heat and suffocating dust.
Will the trio survive yet another ludicrous challenge?

Machine versus
animal in the ultimate
test of power and
endurance.

Top Gear 2007: Polar Special
Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May embark on their most
ambitious challenge to date in an epic race pitting animal against machine.
Watch as Jeremy and James drive 450 miles to the North Pole, while a team of
ten Canadian Inuit dogs pull Richard the same distance. Who will make it to the
finish line first?

Michael Palin has been around the world and back again, but now he faces a Europe reborn. Join the
intrepid adventurer as he explores twenty countries across Central, Eastern and South-Eastern Europe
finding numerous reasons to be optimistic about the new Europe.

ROSS KEMP ON GANGS
In this BAFTA-winning series, former EastEnders hardman Ross Kemp comes face to face with the Mongrel
Mob in New Zealand, Neo Nazis in Russia and the notorious
Numbers gang of the Pollsmoor high security prison in
South Africa. Infiltrating these dangerous criminal circles,
Kemp risks his own safety in order to understand the
mentality behind gangland culture.

The

“One winner”
Daily News Tonight

Apprentice
Take a look at the cut-throat world of business
as 14 high-fliers compete for a job earning
£100,000 p/a with self-made tycoon,
Sir Alan Sugar. The candidates must use their
business skills to complete the tasks assigned
by Sir Alan and avoid the dreaded words:
“You’re fired.”

Who Do You Think You Are?
Who Do You Think You Are? delves into the family histories
of well-known celebrities, such as Graham Norton and
Sir Ian McKellan. The emotionally charged series spans the
globe as each celebrity explores their ancestry and uncovers
fascinating facts hidden by the passage of time…

RAY MEARS’ BUSHCRAFT
Travel with Ray Mears to the Amazon, Tanzania, Canada,
America and Sweden as he explores the role of bushcraft
in the survival of indigenous people. Living alongside the
Yekuana of Venezuela and the Masai of Tanzania, see
how Ray learns new skills by living off the land and honing
his expertise.

